
 Three Bears cut-outs – 1 set 
for you and 1 set for each 
child

 The pine tree from VS2 for 
you, and the one provided 
here (1 for each child)

 1 sheet of A3 paper for you 
and 1 for each child

 3 teddy bears in 3 sizes

 3 other dolls or figures

5–10 minutes

BABY BEAR IS HIDING

Tell this short story: Today, The Three Bears went to the forest and played hide-and-seek. Baby Bear went to hide 
behind a pine tree. He played in the soil while he was waiting for them to find him!

Put the pine tree out on your sheet of paper. Place Baby Bear behind it, as in the image top right, without 
Mummy and Daddy Bear, explaining how you are showing Baby Bear hiding behind the tree. Ask your child to do 
the same with their tree and Baby Bear, on their own sheet of paper. Check that they have done this correctly, 
and, if not, ask them questions to explore how they can best show Baby Bear hiding behind the tree. 

Now say: Mummy Bear and Daddy Bear came to look for Baby Bear, and after searching all around the forest, they 
finally found him behind this tree. Show Daddy and Mummy Bear finding Baby Bear on your sheet of paper, as 
shown in the image top right. The point and say: Look, Daddy Bear and Mummy Bear have found Baby Bear! Can 
you see them facing each other?

Ask your child to show Mummy and Daddy Bear finding Baby Bear on their sheet of paper too. As they do it, say: 
Can you show them facing each other? Whether they do it correctly or not, prompt your child to check their own 
work by asking questions such as: Do you think this is right? Is it just like mine? Is Mummy Bear facing Baby Bear? 
Is Daddy Bear facing Baby Bear? Is Baby Bear facing Mummy Bear and Daddy Bear?

Now take your three actual teddy bears and tell your child the rest of the story. Say: When they found Baby Bear, 
Daddy Bear took him by one hand and Mummy Bear took him by the other. Then they left for home with Baby 
Bear between them.

Ask your child to put the three teddies in position to show that Baby Bear is coming home between his father 
and his mother. Prompt your child with questions, as necessary, until they get it right. For example: Baby Bear is 
near Daddy Bear but is he near Mummy Bear? How can we put Baby Bear to show he is near Mummy Bear and 
Daddy Bear?

Your child can place two characters facing each other.
Your child can identify which character is between two others.

To develop spatial awareness
To develop the idea of ‘facing each other’ 
To use the preposition ‘between’
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Use the same concepts and vocabulary in different contexts with your other three dolls or figures. Make up short 
stories, funny ones if possible (!), and ask your child to act them out. Use the vocabulary ‘facing each other’ and 
‘between’ for each story. Repeat as many times as you want, with different characters or people in real situations.
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Cut out the pine tree – you’ll need one copy for each child doing the session. 
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Cut out each bear separately – one set for you and one set for each child.
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